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Thanks for joining ISMD2021
We hope you all enjoyed it, and saw interesting things outside

your own day-to-day specialisation

All talks are also recorded and available as “material” via Indico

This has been an experiment for us (in many ways!)

It wouldn’t have worked without the participation of speakers, conveners,
international advisors, and our sponsors and technical support

We’ve learned some useful lessons for future installments… 

In conclusion… 



Some stats
- 132 abstracts → 60 talks, 14 flash talks, 48 posters/pre-rec talks

- Eventual total of 225 registrations! (normally closer to 100-120)
- 89: Europe
- 43: North America (all US)
- 31: South Asia
- 25: East Asia
- 14: Central Asia
- 7: Middle East
- 6: Africa 5: Central & South America

- Breakdown of contribution types
- 45/130 heavy-ion abstracts: nice balance between HEP/HI/both/other ✔
- Approx 50/50 “theory” vs “experiment” ✔

Statistics



Poster sessions prize
- Thank you to all poster & pre-rec presenters —  some fantastic work
- The poster prize of 400 CHF + publication APC in Universe, sponsored by 

MDPI, goes to… 

Poster prize



Runners-up



Poster Competition

FIRST PRIZE

Eimear Conroy, University of Oxford
“The impact of ATLAS V+jet measurements on PDF fits”





Proceedings
- We will operate optional, peer-reviewed

proceedings open to all presenters 
—  plenary, flash, poster, pre-rec —  
via open-access SciPost Proceedings

- More details by follow-up emails

Universe special-edition option
- 26/39 poll interest in a special edition.
- Not ISMD-specific, but if interested

contact S. Chekanov & Z. Sullivan

Articles and proceedings



ISMD2022, Pitlochry, Scotland
- Nominal dates: 25-29 July 2022
- Fingers firmly crossed re. Covid

developments
- 1 hour from Edinburgh or Glasgow
- Full days: more time for discussion,

proper breaktimes!
- Excursions to Loch Tummel, Falls of Bruar

Lessons learned
- Significant virtual-participation element,

to build on wider participation this year

Next year… 



Thank you, and see you in 2022


